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history tell us whether Democrat Mary
Sue Terry or Republican George Allen will be
Virginia's next governor?
Every election year is different, of course.
And the precise elements of success or failure,
and their relative importance, change with the
candidates and circumstances. But Virginia's
modern history can offer some clues to the likely
outcome of the current contest by focusing us
on more durable, stable factors of our politics
and campaigns-the elements that separated
winners from losers on previous election days.
Ten such factors may comprise the keys to the
governor's mansion in 1993.

LmTENKEYS

THE ECONOMY

On the two
occasions when
a party's net
advantage among
the keys was
especially large,
that party's
candidate scored a
landslide victory
exceeding
55 percent.

Overall, do voters believe they are economically better off or worse off than they were four
years ago? Do economic conditions in the state
appear to be improving or deteriorating during the election year? Generally, the incumbent
party-the one holding the governorship at the
time ofthe election-will be rewarded for good
times and punished for bad times, just as at the
national level.
PARlYUNITY
How harmonious is each state party? Was there
a challenge for the gubernatorial nomination,
and if so, how divisive was the contest? Did
competition (if any) to gain the general nominations for the lieutenant governor and attorney
general nominations hurt party unity? Are prominent leaders in the party pulling together for
the ticket's sake, or are they working at crosspurposes?
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Most election years
are dominated
by a big issue
or two, and
unforeseen
circumstances
can steer a contest
in an unexpected
direction.

SCANDAL
Has there been a major scandal involving leading
figures in a political party over the previous year or
two? Scandal can have an impact, whether those
party figures are national or state officeholders, although the greater effect is usually recorded when
they are state officials.

CAMPAIGN ORGANIZATION
& TECHNOLOGY
The better-organized candidate with the more technologically advanced campaign can add several
percentage points to his or her vote total on election
day. The level of enthusiasm of campaign workers
and volunteers also matters in an assessment of organizational prowess.

CAMPAIGN MONEY
Advanced technologies and everything else in a
modern campaign are very expensive. Without a
large warchest, victory is difficult to achieve.

CANDIDATE PERSONALITY & APPEAL
Most voters pick a personality as well as a party
label. Some candidates have charm and are tailormade for television, while others are less charismatic.

PRIOR OFFICE EXPERIENCE
OF CANDIDATES
By and large, Virginia voters pay attention to a
candidate's preparation for the highest executive
office, and they are often inclined to choose the
more experienced politician. This factor may be
less important in the current anti-incumbent, antipolitician, anti-establishment age.

RETROSPECTIVE JUDGMENT
OFPRE~OUSGOVERNOR

If the voters are pleased with the incumbent
governor's performance in office, they are more likely
to elect his or her party's nominee. If they are displeased, they may turn to the opposition party.

PRESIDENTIAL POPUlARITY
While state elections rarely become a clearcut
referendum on the sitting president, his popularityor lack of it-can affect the nominee of his party.

SPECIAL ISSUES & DOMINANT
CIRCUMSTANCES
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Most election years are dominated by a big issue or
two, and unforeseen circumstances can steer a contest in an unexpected direction. This "X" factor is
the most difficult to project, even a month before
election day. (This article is being prepared in midSeptember.)

HSTORICAL INDICATORS,
1969-1989
As Table 1 shows, these ten keys have been categorized as favoring the Democrats, the Republicans,
or neither party in each of the six election years comprising Virginia's modern era of two-party
competition (1969 to 1989).1 In the gubernatorial
elections held over this period, Republicans have
won three times (1969, 1973, and 1977) and Democrats three times (1981,1985, and 1989). The keys
proved to be remarkably predictive, and in every
case the party with the most keys in its favor captured the governorship.2 Moreover, on the two
occasions when a party's net advantage among the
keys was especially large (1977 and 1985), that party'
candidate scored a landslide victory exceeding 55
percent.
Self-destructive factionalism in one party
spurred victory for the other party in the two years,
1969 and 1981, when the governorship crossed the
partisan divide. Linwood Holton became the first
Republican governor of Virginia in the 20th century by capitalizing on Democratic infighting.
President Richard Nixon, popular in the Old Dominion, also campaigned for Holton and helped him
overcome Democrat William Battle's assets, including
a strong state economy and a well-regarded Democratic incumbent governor, Mills E. Godwin, Jr.
Four years later, a Watergate-burdened Nixon
had become an electoral debit, and presidential scandals almost sunk Godwin's bid for a second term
(this time as a Republican). Godwin's stellar record,
Holton's popularity, and a united GOP-along with
a reasonably healthy economy and a well-oiled campaign organization-combined to lift Godwin to a
slim victory in 1973 over independent Henry E.
Howell, Jr.
Howell was back as a Democrat in 1977, but
with none of the advantages that had almost carried him to victory previously. Narrowly nominated
in a money-draining party primary against former
state Attorney General Andrew P. Miller, Howell
was also hurt by his close association with unpopular Democratic president Jimmy Carter. In Virginia's
most lopsided modern race for governor, Republican Lieutenant Governor John N. Dalton gained
an edge in eight of the ten keys, with the other two
1 Space does not permit a full discussion of each prior election here.
See previous editions of the author's Virginia Votes (published by the
Center for Public Service) for more background on these six gubernatorial elections.
2 A similar technique with highly predictive results has been devised
for presidential elections. See Allan]. Lichtman and Ken DeCel!,
The 13 Keys to the Presidency (New York: Madison Books, 1990).
Because of the substantial differences between presidential and gubernatorial elections, most of the keys used by Lichtman and DeCell
are dissimilar to those in this analysis.
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TABLE 1
Ten Keys to the Virginia Governor's Mansion, 1993
Electoral Conditions in Virginia, 1969-1989

Year
Gubernatorial
Winner '(party)
Winning

<::

196-9

1973

1985

1989

1993

Linwood

:MiUs
Godwin (R)

Gerald
Sames (D)

Douglas
'WHder (D)

A scorecard
for reader
to complete
on election eve

{Diverse
Democratic

(Abortion issue
helped Wi-Ider
in campaign,

Holton (R)

52.5°/0

%

Economya
Party Unity

Scandal -, ,'"
Campaign
Organizatlon/
Te,chnology

Prfor Office
Experience
of Candidate,b
Retrospective
JUdgment of
Previous Governbrc
Presidential
PopularrtyC
Special Issues &
Do,minant
Circumstances
('trime for a
change" mood

plus extreme

(Watergate

helped

Henry Howe 1-1

(Democrats
moderated
while

ticket

attracted
but race
watermat:k~
errrors
factionalism
llnew Virginia"
hurt him on
:Ue.mo'crats" : :b~t\~\:I:~:~~§:nt':, ::.,··:'t,:;,.. lOQ,k<:, .:"': :, e,:'!\,y.I:ged~t: ': :::::-,:\sUbuf::~~:::. ,..' :,x.l~qti:9n:,g:~Y11:::
ropened Holton.)' enough.)" ',,':thelftoH.)'
".,', " 'support)
factionalism
among

rea.ch his high

{Democrats'
divisive
primary
and campaign

GOP

?
NOTE: The Democratic party did not nominate a candidate for governor in 1973, but independent Henry Howell was given a de facto endorsement by
the party's leadership. For our purposes here, Howell is considered the Democratic candidate.
a As measured by changes in per capita family income and the unemployment rate in the 12 months prior to election day.

bprior statewide elective offices is given more weight than district or local office.
CAs measured by public opinion poll ratings in the 6 months prior to election day.

(scandal and prior office experience) being neutral.
Dalton's 55.9 percent landslide on election day
reflected as much.
In 1981 the Democrats turned the political
tables, aided by vicious factionalism in the GOP.
Despite the popularity ofboth President Reagan and
Governor Dalton, the Republican team, headed by
Attorney General Marshall Coleman, was unable

to match the campaign or the appealing moderation of the Democratic ticket. led by Lieutenant
Governor Charles S. Robb.
Robb maintained the same moderate image
in governing, and his success produced 1985's (CRobb
II," the Democratic ticket headed by his attorney
general, Gerald L. Baliles. Six keys were turned in
the Democrat's direction, including a vibrant
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FIGURE 1.
Virginia Elects a Governor, 1969-1989
Percent
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Vote
55% -
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NOTE: For the purposes of this figure, independent Henry Howell is considered the Democratic candidate for governor in 1973.

economy and a unified, well-organized party. The
party's nomination of a black for lieutenant governor, state Senator L. Douglas Wilder, and a woman
for attorney general, Delegate Mary Sue Terry, added
elements of novelty and diversity that seemed to
appeal to many in suburbia. GOP gubernatorial
nominee Wyatt Durrette and his conservative white
male ticketmates never fully united a fractious party
nor found their campaign footing, and they lost in
a landslide.
Douglas Wilder's ascension to the top spot
on the Democratic ticket in 1989 put the party's
coalition to the ultimate test, and it passed, albeit
barely. Wilder billed himself as the logical successor to two popular Democratic chiefexecutives, and
his historic candidacy brought him overwhelmingly
favorable media attention. But despite these and other
advantages (including the abortion issue and the
Republicans' divisive primary), Wilder's race almost
brought him down on election day. Many voters
who supported the Democratic nominees for lieutenant governor and attorney general defected to
Republican nominee Marshall Coleman (back for
his second try)-and Coleman lost by just 6,741
votes out of 1,789,078 cast. Judging only by the
keys presented in Table 1, Wilder should have had
a more comfortable margin of victory.

RLITICAL FUTURE, 1993
Analyzing history is enormously easier than peering
into the political future, but what do the keys say about
the 1993 gubernatorial contest? First, while these indices are mixed, they are clearly less favorable for the
Democrats than in the last three elections-even less

positive than three months ago. The economy is still
shaky, with a projected $500 million state deficit looming
in the next biennium, and the past four years have
been fiscally difficult-conditions that create openings for George Allen. President Clinton's manifest
unpopularity in Virginia-his state ratings are among
the lowest ever for a sitting president-present pitfalls
for Terry, who warmly embraced the Clinton-Gore
administration last year. 3 Terry's July 1993 "repudiation" of Clinton's economic plan and proposal to
admit gays into the U.S. military seemed to alienate
staunch Democrats more than attract anti-Clinton
independents.
U.S. Senator Charles Robb and Governor
Douglas Wilder are other Terry allies whose support is double-edged. In political terms, Terry has
long been viewed as close to the scandal-plagued
and unpopular Robb, though that may be more image
than reality. Republican attempts to link her to Robb's
foibles are inevitable. Similarly, Terry will be held
accountable for her immediate Democratic
predec'essor's actions. By many measures Douglas
Wilder's governorship has been a success. Hailed
for his conservative financial management ofthe state,
the contentious Wilder nonetheless suffers from
3 A random-sample, telephone survey of 809 Virginia adults taken
August 26-28,1993 by Mason-Dixon Opinion Research, Inc. showed
that only 28 percent termed President Clinton's job performance
"good" or "excellent," while 39 percent called it "fair" and 31 percent said "poor." The margin of error was plus or minus 3.5 percent.
The last Democratic president, though not as unpopular as Clinton,
had a similar effect on a Virginia contest for governor. As noted
earlier, Jimmy Carter's declining political health in the fall of 1977
was a definite drag on Henry Howell's gubernatorial campaign,
although Howell had many additional problems.
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relatively low popularity ratings. Allen has tried to have enabled Allen to attract the support of key Re- •
transfer that unpopularity to Terry, but her own publican financiers, who earlier had been on the •
previous public disagreements with the governor may sidelines. Finally, with two terms as a statewide elected •
give her with insulation. Nonetheless, the triple-witch- officeholder under her belt, Terry is better known •
ing troika ofClinton, Robb, and Wilder is an unusual and more politically experienced than Allen, a former •
burden for a gubernatorial candidate to bear. Terry state legislator and congressman. While this back- •
must constantly struggle to distance herself from ground may enable Terry to outpoint Allen in some •
her own party leaders without alienating their sup- ways, it also gives her a degree of responsibility for •
porters-an excruciating balancing act. For example, state government's shortcomings over the previous •
Terry's efforts to separate herself from controver- eight years.
sial decisions of the Wilder administration could
Allen has been pressing this advantage, par- •
backfire in the Mrican-American community, where ticularly by focusing on the crime issue and Terry's •
a strong turnout on election day is usually essential alleged inability to stem the rising tide of lawbreak- •
to Democratic victory.
ing during her seven years as attorney general. Terry •
Still, Mary Sue Terry has significant advan- has countered with an emphasis on gun control, stress- •
tages that keep her competitive. For example, Terry's ing her support for a five-day waiting period for •
gender is proving to be a plus in some ways, attract- handgun purchase, as well as the National Rifle As- •
ing activist accolades, disproportionate support from sociation-backed Allen's opposition to the idea.
women voters, free media attention, and financial
Given this discussion, how are the keys to the •
backing from national women's groups eager to capi- governor's mansion turning in 1993? With the most •
talize on the gains made in 1992 (the so-called Year crucial weeks in the campaign still before us, almost •
of the Woman). Of course, it is at least possible any variable could change to a great or small degree •
there could be some hidden cost at the polls. Con- before November 2. But at the moment, the Re- •
servatives have increasingly become disenchanted with publicans seem to have the edge on the economy, •
symbolic "diversity politics," as Wilder discovered scandal, retrospective judgment of the previous gov- •
in 1989; while gender is less likely to generate backlash ernor, and presidential (un)popularity. The Democrats •
than race, this scenario is a private worry for the lead in money, campaign technology, and prior of- •
Terry campaign. Mter all, in the more than seventy fice experience. The party unity factor appears to be •
years since women gained the franchise, only a dozen a wash so far, so two critical keys wait to be turned: •
women have been elected to state governorships (none candidate personality/appeal and special issues that •
in Virginia)-and three of them won by succeed- will dominate the final weeks of the campaign.
ing husbands in the office.
Remember, special circumstances that can •
Another Terry advantage is that, despite the change the election's calculus may occur as late as •
serious Robb-Wilder feud, Democrats ofmost stripes election eve-and the judgments made here about •
appear to be united behind their ticket, while many some factors can be reversed as unforeseen develop- •
Republican moderates were shut out and their ar- ments turn a key the other way. Will the economy •
guments booed at the GOP state party convention. or President Clinton's approval rating take a dra- •
The nominati n of religious conservative and home- matic jump up or down? Will scandal pop up in an •
schooling ad ocate Michael Farris for lieutenant unexpected place? Will Allen's or Terry's persona •
governor has continued to be controversial, giving catch on with voters? Will the GOP raise more money •
the Democrats an opportunity to paint the Repub- than expected, neutralizing Terry's warchest? Byelec- •
lican ticket as 'extreme right.' On the other hand, tion eve the shape of all keys should be cast, and the •
the easy-going, telegenic Allen does not scare vot- reader can play prognosticator with more confidence. •
ers, and a growing hunger for victory by long-winless Table 1 contains a blank scorecard for those who •
Republicans has given an intensity to the GOP cam- are so inclined.
paign that does not appear to be present in the
Yet, dear reader, keep in mind this caveat: He •
Democrats' effort. Terry is not the kind of charis- who lives by the crystal ball ends up eating ground •
matic candidate who excites the grassroots troops; glass. Politics is endlessly surprising, and every now •
and after twelve years in power the party faithful and then a campaign triumphs by breaking all the •
are sated and perhaps a bit overconfident, much as old rules.
the Republicans were in 1981.
Historic electoral indicators are revealing, for •
Balancing this, Terry has an especially ample sure. But only a hard campaign in the final weeks •
campaign treasury that may remain larger than Allen's and the votes of hundreds of thousands of Virgin- •
through the autumn. Potentially this will buy her ians on election day can finally determine whose hands •
the best media and campaign services available. Yet will hold the keys to the governor's mansion come •
recent public opinion polls showing a dead heat January 1994.•

Politics is endlessly
surprising, and
every now and
then a campaign
triumphs
by breaking
all the old rules.
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